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Dialogue is a particular form of interaction. Not my ideas and your ideas but our ideas 
in the shared space between us. Ideas seek to understand each other, to challenge 
each other, and give rise to new ideas and new perspectives. A shared chain of 
thinking where each provisional answer gives rise to a new question (Bakhtin). An 
immersive ‘I – thou’ encounter with the other, not a transactional exchange (Buber). 
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A more practical description of what teaching and learning that is recognisably 
dialogic might entail.  
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A chasm between the teacher’s perspective (and the perspective of the subject / 
discipline) and the child’s ‘everyday’ perspective. Can the teacher’s perspective be 
‘transmitted’. To an extent, but there needs to be the opportunity for the child to 
make meaning, to be actively involved in constructing their own understanding by 
questioning, answering, making connections, finding examples, making distinctions 
etc. The child needs to come to understand the perspective of the teacher; 
understanding other perspectives is what we learn to do in dialogues.  
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We can respond to this misconception in dialogue, and we can return to 
‘authoritative’ teaching armed with an understanding of this misconception. Good 
AfL practice with dynamic feedback.  
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Learning how to engage constructively with other perspectives in dialogue is a way of 
teaching thinking. How do we respond when we encounter the other – an alien 
perspective from the discipline of science or theology or maths, or a different 
perspective on football or politics? Defend? Attack? Explore difference? Seek to 
understand? 
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If we simply create opportunities for talk / group work etc., and this is the quality of 
talk taking place we won’t get the benefits described earlier (we may even do harm). 
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Teacher Initiates (often with a closed question or one requiring a brief response), 
child Responds (but does not elaborate), Teacher Evaluates (right or wrong). 
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Teacher only interested in one answer. Might show no interest in ‘wrong’ answers 
and what they can tell us. This is not ‘bad teaching’. Authoritative interactions in 
which the teacher reinforces accepted knowledge are valuable, but should not 
dominate to the exclusion of more dialogic encounters that allow meaning making.  
Need to know when we have done enough ‘putting in’ and should switch to 
facilitating children’s thinking.  
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There is a place for transmission and authoritative teaching, but also for dialogue. 
Teacher needs a repertoire and to be able to recognise when to switch modes or 
‘communicative approaches’. 
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We can’t simply create opportunities to teach through dialogue. We need to teach for 
dialogue – for a progressively better quality of dialogue – and this is effortful.  
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Establishing ground rules helps us to a) Begin to give an account of the quality of talk 
we are after b) Work progressively towards that quality of talk using the ground rules 
as a scaffold. 
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The 4Cs offers us a more sophisticated way of thinking about good dialogue. Map the 
children’s ground rules onto the 4Cs and begin a discussion about what each mode of 
thinking might mean and what further ground rules might be needed.  
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A suggested set of overarching 4Cs ground rules. 
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In the Progress Toolkit, each ground rule is broken down into a more precise set of 
rules that can be introduced progressively. The teacher has a bank of ground rules to 
help them to think about what might come next. We avoid plateauing at a superficial 
level. Toolkit also contains supporting language for teachers and pupils and skills 
building exercises.  
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Reflection on the quality of dialogue is essential. Becoming aware of why certain 
moves (e.g. looking for counter-examples) are useful, practising and applying such 
moves and ultimately internalising them. Metacognition.  
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Teacher needs to make decisions about when to use dialogic approaches and when to 
stop. Sessions mustn’t conclude with ‘shared ignorance’ and confusion – the teacher 
does have an accountability to accurate subject knowledge (Resnick).  
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Facilitation is harder than we might think. Philosophy for Children, or sessions that 
are explicitly planned with dialogue in mind, can be a good arena for practise for 
children and teachers alike.  
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Conceptual enquiry can support the understanding of foundational ideas across the 
curriculum.  
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Group problem solving will become more effective.  
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Dialogue around images / text builds comprehension. Layers of discussion from what 
do we notice to what do we infer to identification of and enquiry into the meaning of 
key concepts.  
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Epistemic enquiry (see also work of Alex Black) – in this case what characterises 
science as a way of knowing and how does that compare to other ways of knowing.  
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Going beyond academic subjects – an enquiry into community values.  
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Even if we weren’t to see the desired impact on attainment, teaching children how to 
engage in dialogue is profoundly important and profoundly educational.  
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